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CHAPTER 6  

Music Retrieval by Melody Style 

6.1 Introduction 

Content-based music retrieval (CBMR) has become an increasingly important field of 

research in recent years. The CBMR system allows user to query by music content instead of 

music metadata. In most CBMR system, query and database music are converted into 

sequence or vectors of features such as pitch, interval or timing. These features reflect the 

syntactic properties such as the structure of melody. The objective of these systems is to 

return the music objects that are similar to query in syntactic properties of music. 

However, sometimes, listeners are looking, not for something they already know, but 

for something new. Previous approaches of content-based music retrieval provide users the 

capability to look for music that has been heard. However, these approaches such as query by 

humming, singing, or tapping are helpless for looking for new music which we haven’t 

listened. 

Moreover, people sometimes want to retrieve music that “feels like” another music 

object or a style. Technique for query based on semantic properties is necessary. The ultimate 

end user of a content-based music retrieval system is human. Therefore the study of human 

perception on music content from a psychophysical level is crucial. 

Metadata approach, which records the text description of music style, can be utilized for 

melody style query. However, with this approach, the Boolean result is returned to the query, 

either belong to or not belong to the query style. Furthermore, sometimes user may wish to 
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query mixed style. For example, the users may want to retrieve music mainly sounds like 

Chopin and a little Bach. The returned music objects should be more similar to Chopin style 

but also have a little feeling. 

The purpose of this research was to investigate the technique for content-based music 

retrieval by melody style. Music style implies the human perception of music, which is the 

feature that people often utilize to classify music. In our approach, the query result is a ranked 

music list. Each music object is ranked by the similarity between music object and the query 

style. There are several issues about our work:  

1 To determine the appropriate feature for music style and its representation. 

2 To find the common patterns of music of the same style, and find the discriminating 

patterns between various styles. 

3 To measure the degree of relevance between the music object and the query style. 

For the first issue, the basic elements of music consist of melody, harmony, rhythm, and 

so on. Above all, melody is the most memorable aspect of music. Accordingly, we 

concentrated on the melody style and utilized chord as the melody feature for retrieval by 

music style. For the second issue, we adopt melody style mining algorithm to find the 

common patterns from the music of the same style. Then, the style rule learning is performed 

to find the discriminating patterns among various styles based on the discovered patterns. For 

the last issue, the style rules are used to rank the music objects. 

Our work is useful in many aspects of applications. For example, to help 

physiotherapist for seeking music that will motivate a patient, to help film director for seeking 

music conveying a certain mood, to help restaurateur for seeking music that targets a certain 
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clientele. Query by melody style provides users the capability to find music with style similar 

to what users like. 

6.2 Music Style Retrieval Model 

Before the description of the proposed approaches of music style retrieval, we first 

formalize how the music style is modeled. 

Definition 6.1 A music object O is represented as  

O = O(M, F, R) where  

 M is the raw music data, for example, an MP3 file. 

 F = {fi} is a set of low level music features associated with the music object.  

 R = {rij} is a set of representations for a given feature fi. 

Style usually refers to collections of data. Style is a concept description that generates 

descriptions for characterization and discrimination. Characterization refers to the 

summarization of a given collection of data while discrimination denotes the comparison 

among collections of data. Therefore, the music style involves both the characterization of 

music features for each collection of music object and the discrimination of music features 

among collections of music objects.  

Definition 6.2 The music style T is modeled as T = D(C(G(O))) where G is the 

taxonomy of the music objects, C is the characterization function, D is the discrimination 

function. 

For example, the taxonomy of music objects may be classified according to the 
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composer. For the folk song, the taxonomy may be classified according to the peoples. For the 

Western music, the taxonomy of music objects may be classified according to the eras of 

history of Western music, namely, the Baroque, the Classical, the Romantic and the Modern 

era.  

For the taxonomy of Western music, the music shares aspects of style with other pieces 

written at roughly the same time. In the Baroque era, melodies are ornate and often make use 

of dramatic leaps. Repetition and simple binary and ternary forms provide the basis for 

musical structure. Rhythms are often derived from dance rhythms. Harmony is based on 

major/minor tonality, and dissonances become more common. The music style of Classical 

era is reflected in simple texture (homophonic textures became the standard while 

contrapuntal texture was used sparingly), simple melodies (melodies usually fall into even 

phrases, and often were organized into symmetrical “question and answer” structures) and 

simple, rational forms (simple two- and three-part forms became the essential building blocks 

of all Classical forms, especially the Sonata Allegro form). In the Romantic era, the melodies 

are longer, more dramatic and emotional. Moreover, Tempos are more extreme. Harmonies 

are fuller, more dissonant. In the Modern era, melodies can be long and abstract or reduced to 

small gestures. Form can be controlled to an almost infinite degree, or it may be the result of 

improvisation and chance.  

Definition 6.3 The music style retrieval is modeled as S = S(T, O) where S is the 

ranking function which measures the similarity between a given music object O and a specific 

music style T. 
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Figure 6.1: Flowchart of proposed approach. 

6.3 Methodology 

6.3.1 Query specification 

We propose four types of query specification for music style query as follows. 

1. Query-by-music-group (QBMG): The user specifies the query style by selecting a 

group of music from the example music. The set of example music are randomly generated by 

the system. Therefore, the common style of the selected music group is what the user wish to 

retrieve. The constitution of these query examples can be regarded as a new, user-defined 

music style. 

2. Query-by-music-example (QBME): This is similar to query-by-music-group with 

the exception that only one example is selected. In this way, the user can retrieve the music 

with style similar to the query example. 

3. Query-by-taxonomic-style (QBTS): An example is to retrieve the music with 
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Baroque style. 

4. Query-by-taxonomic-style-combinations (QBTSC): For example, to retrieve the 

music with both Baroque and Romantic styles. In this way, the combination of these styles 

can be viewed as a new style.  

To process these four types of query, Figure 6.1 shows the flowchart of our approach. 

The kernel is the feature extraction and feature representation module. For each MIDI file in 

the music database, after the offline processing of the feature extraction and representation, 

the corresponding representations are stored in the database. Each of the four types of query 

issued by the user is firstly processed by the feature extraction and representation modules. 

For the query of type QBME, the representation of the extracted feature is then evaluated 

against each of the corresponding representation of MIDI files in the database and the ranking 

list is generated. For the query of type QBMG, QBTSC, or QBTS, the style patterns generated 

from the query are evaluated against each of the corresponding representation of MIDI files in 

the database and the ranking list is generated. The style patterns are generated by 

characterization and discrimination from the music set specified in the query. For QBMG, the 

music set is the selected group of music. For QBTS and QBTSC, the music set is the music 

corresponding to the specific taxonomy of music. 

The techniques of feature extraction and representation modules were described in 

Chapter 3. 
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6.3.2  Query Processing 

6.3.2.1  Query-By-Music-Group 

As stated in Section 6.2 , the music style involves both the characterization and 

discrimination of music features. Therefore, to process this query, there are three major steps.  

1 The first step is to discover the common characteristics of the selected group and 

the unselected group of music examples respectively. 

2 The second step finds the discrimination between the characteristics of these two 

groups. The result of this step is a two-way classifier.  

3 At last, a ranking function is employed to measure of degree of relevance between a 

music object and the query style based on the two-way classifier. Given the ranking 

function, all the music objects in the database are evaluated and a ranking list is 

produced and output to the user. 

Characterization 

The first step takes the features of the selected group and the unselected group as input 

respectively. Frequent pattern mining technique is employed to derive the common properties 

and the interesting hidden relationships between chords and melody styles from music of the 

same group. For more detail, refer to Chapter 3. 

Discrimination 

The frequent patterns indicate the common properties of the music objects belong to the 

same style. However, it is not enough to discriminate one style from others only by the 
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frequent patterns. In generally, people recognize a music style not only by the characteristics 

of itself, but also by the differences between this style and others. Discrimination tries to find 

the discrimination among characteristics of music group. The result of the discrimination for a 

taxonomy of music groups is a melody style pattern set which consists of melody style rules. 

To generate the melody style pattern set, we employ the Multi-Type Variant-Support 

classification algorithm (MTVS). MTVS is a classification rule learning algorithm based on 

the frequent patterns to differentiate the melody styles. The detail description of the melody 

style classification algorithms are in Chapter 4. 

Ranking Function 

After the generation of the melody style pattern set respective to the style of query 

music group, the similarity between the database music and the query style is evaluated as the 

way of classifying the music data. As stated in the last section, the melody style rule in the 

melody style pattern set is ordered according to the confidence. The confidence implies the 

degree of membership where the characteristic of the rule belongs to the style. Hence ranking 

of the music data is decided by the confidence of the first rule that satisfy the music data. 

If the first matched rule for a database music object does not belong to the style of the 

selected group, the database music is not an qualified answer. Otherwise, the confidence this 

rule is regarded as the ranking measure for this database music. 

6.3.2.2  Query-By-Music-Example (QBME) 

Query-by-music-example allows users to query similar style music by an example of 
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music rather than by a group of music. An intuitive way for this case is to use the same 

method as QBMG. The melody style pattern set is generated from the frequent patterns of the 

selected and unselected music groups. However, frequent pattern mining for the selected 

music group is a problem for that the selected music group only contains one music object. 

Consequently, for QBME, we do the style matching for the database music and query music 

directly. 

As stated in Section 3.4 , the extracted chords are regard as the feature of melody. 

Consequently, the melody style matching process becomes the matching process of chord 

features. We first give the definitions for the feature representation of chord-sets.  

Definition 6.4 Given two chord-sets u and v, the similarity s(u, v), between them is 

defined as 
vu

vuvus
×

∩=),( , where |u| is the cardinality of the set u, ∩ is the set 

intersection operation. 

Definition 6.5 Given two sets of chord-set U={u1, u2,…, uM} and   V = ( v1, v2,…, vN), 

the similarity constraint δ, and the similarity s(ui, vj), ∀ i, 1 ≤ i ≤ M, ∀ j, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, a mapping 

between them is a one-to-one relation Rset from {1, 2, …, M} to {1,2, …, N}, such that for 

each order pair (i, j) in Rset, s(ui, vj) ≥ δ. 

Definition 6.6 Given two sets of chord-set U={u1, u2,…, uM} and V = ( v1, v2,…, vN), 

the similarity constraint δ, the similarity between U and V for a mapping Rset, S’Rset(U, V, δ), is 

defined as 

  
) ,(

= ),,(' ),(
NM

jvius

VUS setRji
Rset ×

∑
∈∀δ  
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Definition 6.7 Given two sets of chord-set U and V and the similarity constraint δ, the 

similarity between U and V Sset(U, V, δ) is defined as 

)},('{max),( δδ U,VSU,VS set
set

R
R

set
∀

=  

Example 6.1 Consider the following two sets of chord set:  

{ } { } { } { } { }{ }mm4321 VIIV,II,,IVI,,IV ,V,Ι,,, == uuuuU  and 

{ } { } { } { }{ }II,IV,V,IV V, II,,IV,I,, mmajm321 == vvvV . 

Given the similarity constraint δ = 0.4, the pairs of chord-set whose similarities are 

larger than or equal to δ  consist of (u1, v1), (u1, v2), (u2, v2), (u2, v3), (u3, v1) and (u4, v1), and 

their similarities are ,21 61 , 31 , 31 , 1 and 61 respectively. ),( δU,VSset = 0.986. 

To find the similarity defined in Definition 6.7, we employed the Kuhn-Munkres 

algorithm (also known as Hungarian method). Given a weighted complete bipartite graph 

G=(U∪V, U×V), the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm finds a matching from U to V with maximum 

weight. Such a matching from U to V is called an optimal matching.  

For the representation of bigram set, the definition of similarity is similar to those of the 

set representation. The only exception lies in the similarity measure between two bigrams. 

Definition 6.8 Given two bigrams x and y, where x==u1•u2, y= v1•v2, the similarity s(x, 

y) between them is defined as  

22

22

11

11),(
vu

vu

vu

vu
yxs

×

∩

×

∩
×= , 
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where |u| is the cardinality of the set u, ∩ is the set intersection operation. 

Example 6.2 Consider the following two bigrams: 

{ } { }m21 IVVI, •=•= uux  and 

{ } { }m21 IVV, II,IV,I •=•= vvy . 

The similarity ( ) 3121, ×=yxs  

Definition 6.9 Given two chord-set sequences A = (a1, a2,…, aM) and B = ( b1, b2,…, 

bN), the similarity constraint δ, and the similarity s(ai, bj), ∀ i, 1 ≤ i ≤ M, ∀ j, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, a 

mapping between them is a one-to-one relation Rseq from {1, 2, …, M} to {1,2, …, N}, such 

that 

1. For each order pair (i, j) in Rseq, s(ai, bj) ≥ δ, 

2. For any two ordered pairs (i, j), (k, l) in Rseq, [(j - l)=1] if and only if [(i - k)=1]. 

Definition 6.10 Given two chord set sequences A = (a1, a2,…, aM) and B = (b1, b2,…, 

bN), the similarity constraint δ, the similarity  between A and B for a given mapping Rseq, 

S’Rseq(A, B, δ), is defined as 

NM

bas

BAS seq
seq

Rji
ji

R ×

∑
∈∀  ),(

) ,(

 = ),,(' δ
. 

Definition 6.11 Given two chord set sequence A and B, the similarity constraint δ, the 
similarity between A and B Sseq(A, B, δ) is defined as 
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)},,('{max),,( δδ BASBAS seq
seq

R
R

seq
∀

= . 

Example 6.3 Consider the following two sequences of chord-set:  

( ) { } { } { } { }( )mm4321 VIIV,II,,IVI,,IV ,V,Ι,,, == aaaaA  and 

( ) { } { } { }( )II,IV,V,IV V, II,,IV,I,, mmajm321 == bbbB . 

Given the similarity constraint δ = 0.4, the similarity between A and B 

( ) 343121),( ×+=δA,BSseq . 

To compute this similarity measure, the algorithm based on the dynamic programming 

strategy is listed in Figure 6.2. 

Algorithm Similarity-Between-Chord-Set-Sequences 
1.  SIM = 0; 
2. for i = 1 to M do D[i, 1] = s(ui, v1); 
3.  for j = 1 to N do D[1, j] = s(u1, vj); 
4. for i = 2 to M do 
5.  for j = 2 to N do 
6.   if s(ui, vj) > δ then 
7.     D[i, j]=D[i-1, j-1] + s(ui, vj); 
8.     if D[i, j] > SIM then SIM = D[i, j]; 
9.    else D[i, j]= 0; 
10. return SIM  

Figure 6.2: Algorithm for Similarity of Chord-Set-Sequences. 
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6.3.2.3 Query-By-Taxonomic-Style (QBTS) and 

Query-By-Taxonomic-Style-Combination (QBTSC) 

QBTS allows users query music by system predefined taxonomic style. To process this 

query, preprocessing for the generation of melody style pattern set corresponding to the 

predefined taxonomic style is required. The music objects in database are grouped according 

to this predefined taxonomy. If the taxonomy consists of m styles of music, then there are m 

groups of music in the database. The generation of melody style pattern set for these m groups 

of music is similar to that for QBMG. The only exception lies in the number of music groups. 

In QBMG, there are only two music group, one for the selected group and the other for the 

unselected group. After the generation of music style pattern set for QBTS, ranking is of the 

same as that in QBMG. 

For the query of QBTSC, the generation of music style pattern set is of the same as that 

for QBTS. Ranking is done by multiplication of the ranking scores respective to the styles 

specified in QBTSC. 

6.4 Experiments and Results 

To evaluate the types of proposed query specification and ranking measures in music 

retrieval by melody style, a series of experiments were performed. We implemented a music 

style retrieval system (http://Qoo.cs.nccu.edu.tw) to perform the experiments. The MIDI 

database contains four music styles of classical music – Baroque, Classic, Romantic and 

Modern style, each style contains fifty MIDI files. All MIDI files were gathered from the 

Internet. The Baroque style includes music of J. S. Bach, Vivaldi and Handel. The Classic 

style contains music composed by Haydn and Beethoven. The Romantic style includes music 
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of Chopin and Brahms. The Modern style consists of music of Debussy, Ravel, Prokofiev and 

Saint-Saens. The music of Bach was downloaded from http://www.bachcentral.com. 

Beethoven and Brahms’s music were downloaded from http://www.midi.iofm.net. Chopin’s 

music was acquired from the web site http://egalvao.com/chopin. The others were accessed 

from http://www.music-scores.com. For each file in the database, the melody extraction and 

chords assignment were performed. Figure 6.3 shows the snapshot of the query by music 

group while Figure 6.4 shows the results returned by the system.  

We invited twelve users whose backgrounds cover various levels of music training to 

perform the experiments. One user had learned guitar for several years, three had learned 

piano for a few years, one is the co-leader of the chorus, one is highly interested in classic 

music and the others don’t have more music discipline besides the basic music courses in the 

school. 

For each type of proposed query specifications, the users made three rounds of tests  

 
Figure 6.3: Snapshot of query-by-music-group. 
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Figure 6.4: Snapshot of query result. 

respectively. In each round of test, they made the query and gave scores to the music files in 

the result lists based on their perception of the style similarity between query and results. The 

users were requested to listen to all music files in the result list to ensure the reliability of the 

scores. There are seven levels of the score: -5, -3, -1, 0, 1, 3, 5, where the score 5 indicates the 

highly relevant and -5 indicates the highly non-relevant.  

For the QBTS and QBTSC methods, users should know the characteristics of the 

Baroque, Classic, Romantic and Modern styles. To give users roughly knowledge about these 

styles, the system provided a brief introduction and some famous works for each style. Table 

6.1 shows these representative works. 

The system generated random music lists for users to select the query example(s) for 

QBMG and QBME. There are twenty and ten music files in the query list of QBMG and 

QBME respectively. For QBTS, QBTSC and QBMG, the number of music in the result lists 

is twenty, and system returned ten query results for the proposed three similarity measures of 
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QBME.  

Table 6.1. Representative works for each style. 

Style Music title Composer 

Cantata No.147: Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring J.S. Bach 

Invention in a minor, BWV 784 J.S. Bach 

Invention in C major, BWV 772 J.S. Bach 

Messiah No. 7 Chorus: And he shall purify Handel 

Baroque 

The Four Seasons: “Autumn” (Allegro) Vivaldi 

Trumpet Concerto in Eb, 3rd movement Haydn 

Bagatelle No. 3, Op. 33 Beethoven 

Ruins of Athens Overture, Op. 113 Beethoven 

Moonlight Sonata Op. 27 No. 2, 1st  movement Beethoven 

Classic 

Fur Elise Beethoven 

Mazurka in Bm, Op. 33 No. 4 Chopin 

Mazurka in F#m, Op. 59 No. 3 Chopin 

Mazurka in Bb, Op. 7 No. 1 Chopin 

Etude in E, Op. 10 No. 3 Chopin 

Romantic 

Hungarian Dance No. 5 Brahms 

Golliwogg's Cake-walk Debussy 

Doctor Gradusad Parnassum Debussy 

Serenade for the doll Debussy 

Bolero Ravel 

Modern 

Carnival of the Animals: Elephant Saint-Saens 

As we have stated in the first section, music retrieval by style try to find the music 

which is similar to the query style. People wish to find something new, not something known. 

Therefore, it is not adequate to measure the performance by recall. We measure the 

performance only by precision and average scores given by the users. Precision is defined as 
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retrievedreleventretrieved NNprecision _= , 

where Nretrieved_relevant is the number of relevant music retrieved and Nretrieved is the number of 

retrieved music. The music is relevant if its score is larger than or equals zero. The average 

score is defined as  

retrieved
N

i
i NScorescoreaverage

retrieved
∑
=

=
1

_ , 

where the Scorei is the score of music i feedback by the user. 

We calculate the precision and average score for each round of query of the users, and 

average the precisions and average scores of each user. The overall performance of each type 

of proposed query specifications and similarity measures is the average of all user’s average 

precisions and average scores. Figure 6.5 shows the average precision and average score 

curves for the three similarity measures of QBME respectively. Both the average precision 

and average score curves are downward gradually. The average precisions range between 0.63 

and 1, and the average scores range between 0.62 and 4.73. There are no significant 

differences among the set, bigram and sequence similarity measures, but in most case the 

bigram similarity performs better. In the following experimental results, we use the results of 

bigram similarity measure for QBME. 

The precision and average score curve of the four types of query specification are 

shown in Figure 6.6. The range of precision of QBTSC and QBTS is between 0.86 and 0.91, 

QBMG is between 0.71 and 0.83, QBME is between 0.66 and 1. The range of average score 

of  QBTSC  and  QBTS  is between 2.26 and 3.27, QBMG is between 0.82 and 2.24, 
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QBME is between 0.62 and 4.64. The precision curves of QBTSC and QBTSC are flat; 

QBMG and QBME are downward gradually. The average scores of all query specification 

types are tending downwards. The results show the QBTSC and QBTS perform better than 

QBMG and QBME, and the QBTS has higher average scores than QBTSC. 

For the QBTSC and QBTS, the query is one or a combination of taxonomic styles, and 

the query of QBME and QBMG is one or a number of music files. This means that the scope 

of query style of QBTSC and QBTS is larger than that of QBME and QBMG. The slopes of 

the precision curves reflect this difference. There are more music files corresponding to the 

query style of QBME and QBMG, so the precision keeps high. On the contrary, the query 

style of QBMG is more specific and the slope of precision curve is larger; there is only one 

music file in the query of QBME, so its slope is largest. Furthermore, the users may be stricter 

while the query is more specific. 

For the further analysis, we divide the users into two groups according to their music 

background. Group 1 includes six users with more music training, and group 2 includes the 

other six users with only basic music education in school. Figure 6.7 shows the average 

precisions of the group 1 and group 2 respectively. For the user group 1, the QBTSC performs 

better than the other types of query specification, and the QBTS performs better for the group 

2. In our observation, the users in group 2 have less knowledge of the taxonomic styles. It is 

harder for them to identify the music style which is a combination of multiple taxonomic 

styles. However, they felt easier to identify one taxonomic style. This made the difference in 

the precision curves of QBTSC and QBTS between two groups. For QBMG and QBME, 

there is no significant difference in the results. 
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Figure 6.5: Average precision and average score curves of QBME. 
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Figure 6.6: Average precision and average score curves of all users. 
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Figure 6.7: Average precision curves of user group 1 (left) and group 2 (right). 




